Wireless networks have gained considerable popularity during recent years. Optimum deployment of sensors in wireless networks has turned into one of the most significant topics of this area. Extensive research has been conducted on deployment of sensors in networks for achieving maximum coverage. However, it seems that most of the researches have treated it simplistically, that is, environmental conditions are ignored. This research attempts to propose a new methodology for optimization of sensor network coverage by combining geospatial information system concepts and techniques and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm. The environmental conditions of the area are taken into consideration in this methodology and the deployment of a sensor network takes place through smart searching in the real environment. The efficiency of the proposed methodology is compared with that of Voronoi-based algorithm, for the network coverage optimization. The Voronoi-based algorithm traps after some iterations and does not improve the coverage. However, ABC algorithm searches the space thoroughly and detects the holes in a random manner. As a result, the network coverages yielded by ABC algorithm for nonurban and urban areas were 7.05% and 8.43% more than that those yielded by Voronoi-based algorithm, respectively.
Introduction
Recent advances in wireless communications and electronics have enabled development of low-cost, lowpower, multifunctional sensor nodes that are small and capable of communicating over short distances. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are becoming a rapidly developing area in both research and application fields. Although it was originally driven by military applications, WSNs are nowadays being investigated and applied in many different urban applications such as vehicle tracking, habitat monitoring, forest surveillance, earthquake observation, biomedical or health care applications, and building surveillance (Liao, Kao, and Li 2011) .
The benefit of using such networks is accessing remote or harsh areas and observing the phenomena in these locations at the lowest cost possible. The coverage of a sensor network deployment depends mainly on the number of sensors used and their placement in the environment to be monitored. Hence, in order to maximize the spatial coverage of such networks, optimization algorithms can be used to find the best position for each sensor in the network (Argany et al. 2012) .
Coverage is an important issue in WSNs and is related to energy saving, connectivity and network reconfiguration. It mainly addresses how to deploy sensors to achieve sufficient coverage of the service area so that every point in the service area is monitored at least by one sensor node. A good coverage is indispensable for the effectiveness of WSNs (Huang and Tseng 2005) .
There are many objects and obstacles in the real environment that may constrain the spatial coverage of a sensor network. Therefore, it is vital to consider these elements in sensor network optimization algorithms. For example, in an urban area with numerous buildings, roads, streets, trees, poles, etc. deploying a sensor network without considering these real-world objects is of no use. Also, in a non-urban area, the topography of the terrain and other properties of the environment should be seriously taken into account (Argany et al. 2012) .
Various optimization methods have been proposed for identification of holes in sensor networks as well as sensor deployment in the sensing area (Ghosh 2004; Wang, Cao, Berman, et al. 2007; Wang, Cao, and La Porta 2006; Howard, Matarić, and Sukhatme 2002; Meguerdichian et al. 2001; Megerian et al. 2005; So and Ye 2005; Yi and Chakrabarty 2003) . Among recent researches, which have made use of smart methods for optimization of sensor network coverage, Akbarzadeh et al. (2011) , Kulkarni and Venayagamoorthy (2011 ), Liao, Kao, and Li (2011 ), Mini, Udgata, and Sabat (2011 ), Ozturk, Karaboga, and Gorkemli (2011 ), Wang, Wang, and Ma (2007 , Yu et al. (2013) and Zhiming and Lin (2009) can be mentioned. The aforementioned research has treated the matter simplistically by ignoring the objects and obstacles in the environment. Hence, the optimization results lack realistic view. Akbarzadeh et al. (2011 ), Argany et al. (2011 and YouChiun and Yu-Chee (2008) are researches that have taken this point into consideration. Assessing the quality of spatial data in the methods proposed by Akbarzadeh et al. (2011 ), Argany et al. (2011 and Argany et al. (2012) showed that in addition to the essential role of spatial data in attaining an optimized coverage of sensor networks, the quality of spatial data is also indispensable and may change the optimization result dramatically. Among the recent researches, we could refer to Khalesian and Delavar (2016) . They, through presenting a solution based on the evolutionary approach in the two-dimensional (2D) space, maximized the sensors' coverage in the network and compared the obtained results with non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II. Among other similar researches, we could refer to Jameii, Faez, and Dehghan (2015) , Iqbal et al. (2016) and Frattolillo (2016) .
When collecting spatial data, sensor networks are regarded as geo-sensors (Nittel 2009 ). The terms 'sensor networks' and 'geo-sensor networks' are used interchangeably in this article. We tried to attain the most possible realistic result by taking real-world objects and obstacles into consideration in this article. Thus, capabilities and features of geospatial information system (GIS) can be a solution for this objective. To reach this goal, we proposed a novel methodology. The proposed method, discussed in Section 2.4, is based on spatial models combined with Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm. To assess the results, another methodology introduced by Argany et al. (2011) is utilized. This method is based on Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation that is comprehensively discussed in Section 2.3. Finally, the current research is a proof of concept to show the functionality of the presented algorithm.
Materials and methods

The role of GIS in geo-sensor networks coverage
Most of the researches conducted on sensor networks have tried to propose their algorithm by some unrealistic simplifications. Their major problem is that they have ignored characteristics of the sensing area environment. Some changes may occur in real environments such as cities and towns, in which, the position of the sensors must be changed accordingly. Spatial models are among the tools that can contain realistic features of the environment and sensing area. Digital elevation model (DEM) and digital surface model (DSM) are instances of such spatial data models (Argany et al. 2011) . In fact, GIS considers the earth topography as well as the objects (obstacles) such as buildings, trees, bridges, etc. DEM and DSM are spatial models that make the sensor network coverage more realistic through modelling the earth topography and objects in the environment. It is worth noting that the quality of data is of importance in spatial models. Argany et al. (2012) showed that the obtained coverage result depends on the accuracy and quality of spatial data. Thus, the quality of data used for spatial models should be taken into consideration, seriously.
A direct line of sight between the sensor and the target is used for assessment (Ahmed, Kanhere, and Jha 2005) . Several concepts such as visibility, line of sight and viewshed, which are employed for assessment of sensor network coverage, are common in GIS (Argany et al. 2012 ).
Geo-sensor network coverage
Efficient sensor network deployment is an important issue in the sensor network field, as it affects the coverage and communication among sensors in the network. Nodes use their sensing modules to detect events occurring in the region of interest (e.g. urban area). Each sensor is assumed to have an effective sensing range, which may be constrained by the phenomenon being sensed, as well as the environmental conditions. Hence, obstacles and environmental conditions affect network coverage and may result in holes in the sensing area (Argany et al. 2012) . The term visibility between the sensor network and target point, illustrated in Figure 1 , is used in this article.
In Figure 1 , point A is visible and point C is not visible to the sensor. All the points visible to all sensors in the network can be determined by GIS techniques assuming that the existing sensors can rotate 0-360°h orizontally and −90 to +90°vertically and are installed at a height of 10 m (Argany et al. 2012) . Figure 2 shows the viewshed formed for one of the existing sensors in the network. However, we could change the assumption of the problem in the presented method and consider the sensors in the predetermined directions.
A range is considered for sensors existing in the network that is usually equal in all directions (Ahmed, Kanhere, and Jha 2005) . Hence, sensor coverage is the result of overlapping sensor range which in this research is considered to be 50 m and the viewshed is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the coverage obtained by the introduced technique for one sensor in the network. It is obvious that the environmental conditions and obstacles have caused obscured pixels in Figure 3 . In this research, a pixel is visible when it could be viewed by at least one sensor (Argany et al. 2011) . 
Voronoi-based algorithm (VOR)
VOR is a pulling strategy so that sensors cover their local maximum coverage holes. In this algorithm, each sensor moves towards its furthest Voronoi vertex until this vertex is covered (Argany et al. 2011) . As this move may decrease the coverage in the area, it is performed only when it optimizes the coverage. The Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation change clearly through changing the sensor position. Figure 4 shows this movement.
According to Figure 4 , the move will be towards point i whose distance is d À D j j, where D is the range of the sensor and d is the distance of the farthest vertex of Voronoi diagram of that sensor to the current location of the sensor (Argany et al. 2011) . In case this move does not increase the coverage of the sensor network, then the current position of the sensor will be maintained.
Modified ABC algorithm for sensor networks deployment
ABC algorithm was introduced by Karaboga (2005) to make use of the foraging behaviour of bees for food. Three types of bees are used in this method (Karaboga 2005) : scout Bees, follower Bees and employee Bees.
In ABC algorithm, the position of a food source represents a possible solution to the optimization problem and the nectar amount of a food source corresponds to the quality (fitness or evaluated function) of the associated solution. Therefore, the deployment of the sensors in the sensing area refers to a food source (a solution) in the algorithm (Ozturk, Karaboga, and Gorkemli 2011) .The coverage rate of the network, that is, total covered area, corresponds to the fitness value (nectar) of the solution. In ABC model, the goal of the bees is finding the best solution (Karaboga and Ozturk 2009) .
In this article, some modifications have been made to the classic ABC algorithm to fit the proposed method of geo-sensor networks deployment. Figure 5 shows the proposed method based on the ABC algorithm.
In the proposed method, the bees that are carrying the position of sensors are spread in the assessment area accidentally. Then all bees go to the colony and the values of fitness function are evaluated. This function is obtained through Equation (1):
( 1) where N shows the number of existing sensors in the network and C i presents the coverage of the ith sensor. As this value should be maximized for resolving this issue, the resultant value of this function is of supreme importance in the optimization of the sensor network coverage; our goal is to maximize F, that is, the best possible solution. Figure 6 illustrates the C value for three sensors in the network. Although the concept of viewshed is employed in this research and consequently the formed coverage for the network sensors is not of a regular pattern (Figure 3) , it has been assumed in Figure 6 that the ground is completely flat with no obstacles so as to have a clearer concept of fitness function. In Figure 6 , the red circle shows coverage of the first sensor. Since this sensor is selected as the sensor 1, the entire sensor range has been considered as the coverage. The blue one illustrates coverage of the second sensor. There is some overlap between the sensor 2 coverage and that of the sensor 1, thus it has been taken for the calculation of sensor 1. Therefore, this overlapped coverage of sensor 2 is removed from the calculation of fitness function (it is noteworthy that this is removed only from the calculation and is still a part of the sensor coverage area). The yellow circle also shows the coverage of sensor 3 from which the coverage overlapped with those of sensors 1 and 2 are removed. The result of fitness function evaluation will be the sum of red, blue and yellow coverage levels. Considering the concept provided for fitness function, maximization of this value results in a wider coverage of the area by the sensor networks. Depending on the functionality and nature of the problem, the fitness function can assume a different definition; for instance, in case the absence of overlapped coverage is important, then this concept can be incorporated into Equation (1) so that the overlapped coverage is considered in the deployment of the sensors. After calculation of fitness function value, the position of each sensor is considered as a scout bee, and some follower and employee bees will spread in the space following the scout bee. Equation (2) shows the position of follower bees (x) and Equation (3) shows the position of follower bees (y).
In Equations (2) and (3), x i ; y i ð Þ is the position of the ith sensor, D is the range of the sensor and d is the distance of ith sensor from the sensor with the most overlapped coverage. The plus (+) sign in Equation (2) is used when the sensor with the most overlapped coverage is located at the second or third quarter (counterclockwise) of the assumed sensor. On the contrary, the minus (−) sign is also used when the sensor with the most overlapped coverage is located at the first or fourth quarter of the assumed sensor. This rule applies to Equation (3) as well. Figure 7 shows the search environment of the follower and employee bees. According to Equations (2) and (3), the ith sensor having a repelling property against the sensor with the most overlapped coverage will choose the search environment for the follower bees in a way that the overlapped coverage of the ith sensor decreases (Ghosh and Das 2008) . This movement is such that the more the overlapped coverage, the farther the area the follower bees search. Such movement may also result in newly formed overlapped coverage between the ith sensor and other sensors in the network. Thus, this movement takes place when it leads to optimization of fitness function. Employee bees are divided into two groups that occupy two environments. One group searches within the range of the ith sensor and others search in all holes existing in the measurement area. Such a search helps to decrease the holes and increase the network coverage as much as possible.
Results and discussion
Study area
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the DEM and DSM spatial models are employed in this research for inclusion of environmental conditions. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate a DEM of a non-urban area and a DSM of an urban area, respectively, with both a dimension of 300 in 300 pixels and a grid resolution of 1 m. It is noteworthy that the non-urban area is located within a mountainous region where its vegetation is ignorable in DEM generation.
It is supposed that the sensors are deployed in a network to monitor activities in a small part of a city.
Thus, sensors could be video cameras or optical sensors with the ability to rotate in 2D or three-dimensional (3D) orientations, installed a few metres above the ground. This assumption is necessary to better consider the presence of different obstacles in the sensing area (Argany et al. 2011 ).
Initial number of sensors
Solving the coverage problem with the environmental conditions has been taken into consideration using the optimization algorithms. For instance, if 1-50 sensors are considered for the sensing areas which are randomly deployed, then the best value for the network coverage would be 70%, while 50 sensors is also a considerable number. To solve this problem, it is first assumed that 15 sensors are deployed in the area of interest. The deployment can occur both randomly and manually (Argany et al. 2011) . Figures 10 and 11 show the manual (knowledge-based) and the random deployment of sensors, respectively. The coverage of the sensor network was 44.1% in the manual deployment and 34.88% in the random deployment.
VOR algorithm
As random deployment of sensors yields a lower level of coverage (34.88%), random deployment is employed in the first step to better demonstrate optimization capability of the algorithms. First, VOR algorithm is implemented in the sensing area in the non-urban environment. Figure 12 (a) illustrates the formed Voronoi diagram of sensors network for random deployment. As illustrated, the Voronoi diagram has an irregular form at the first stage and this algorithm attempts to change the diagram in each iteration. Figure 12(b) illustrates the movement of sensors after one iteration (application of the concept described in Section 2.3 and all 15 sensors) during application of VOR algorithm. As shown in Figure 12 (b), in the first iteration of VOR algorithm, sensors exhibit a more regular form by moving towards the farthest vertex of their Voronoi diagram and thus decreasing the holes in the network and optimizing the coverage. Figure 12(c,d) represents the sensors' movement and coverage after 5 and 10 iterations, respectively.
As illustrated in Figure 13 , after the 10th iteration in VOR algorithm, the sensors do not change their positions and no movement takes place; this indicates that at the positions defined in Section 2.3, the coverage is not optimized and sensors remain in their position. calculated. The level of movement can be significant in different applications of the sensor network and no movement might be possible after a certain level (Argany et al. 2011) . Figure 15 illustrates the final result obtained by movement of sensors in a 3D environment by VOR algorithm for non-urban areas. The obtained coverage results are discussed and compared with the proposed algorithm in the following sections of the article.
Random deployment has been implemented for the urban area as well; however, as the sensing area changes, the sensor network coverage also changes respectively to reach a value of 32.22%. In case the environmental conditions are not taken into account, there would be no changes in the coverage (Argany et al. 2011) . Figure 16(a) illustrates the random deployment and the resultant sensor network coverage for the urban area. Figure 16(b-d) illustrates the sensor network coverage for the first, fifth and seventh iterations, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 17 , the VOR algorithm makes no changes in the position of sensors after the seventh iteration. Comparing Figure 12(d,d) , one could see the role of spatial models in the deployment of the network of sensors as both deployment of the sensors and their coverage are different in both environments, while there is equal initial random deployment. Figure 18 also illustrates the sum of sensor movements in each iteration.
ABC algorithm
At the first stage of sensor deployment in the network and determining the network coverage in the non-urban area by ABC algorithm, the same random deployment used in Figure 12 (a) is also used here and sensors are numbered with the same sequence. Figure 19(a-d) illustrates the new position created by ABC algorithm for the sensors in the network and network coverage in the first, fifth, 10th and 20th iterations. Comparing these figures, it is clearly seen that how the problem is treated by ABC, how each sensor avoids approaching another one and how smartly it takes a distance from the sensor with the most overlapped coverage. This characteristic existed in VOR algorithm only in one direction and only for a certain level while by incorporating intelligence in sensors in the proposed method, the sensors have the capability to determine their position based on two factors. The first one, which is realized by the follower bees, is the repelling force against the sensor with the most overlapped coverage. The second factor is concerned with minifying the holes as a key factor for the change to take place. This is accomplished by the employee bees. Figure 20 illustrates the sensor network coverage and Figure 21 illustrates the sum of sensor movements in each iteration. Figure 22 also illustrates the final result of sensor movements and network coverage by ABC algorithm in a 3D nonurban area. Considering Figure 16(a) , the primary deployment assumed for the urban area is taken as random. Figure 23(a-d) shows the position and coverage obtained for sensors in the network using ABC algorithm in the urban area. Figure 24 illustrates the coverage of the sensor network and Figure 25 illustrates the sum of sensor movements in the sensor network for different iterations.
Assessment of results
The results of sensor network optimization by VOR algorithm showed that this method, after 20 iterations, achieved an overall coverage of 57.44% for the nonurban areas and a coverage of 56.01% for the urban area. This indicates an optimization of 22.56% for the non-urban areas and 23.79% for the urban area. The sensor movements from their initial positions were 758.06 and 643.74 m for the non-urban and urban areas, respectively. In comparison with VOR algorithm, the ABC algorithm exhibits a better efficiency. The network coverage in the non-urban area reached 64.49%, which indicates a 29.61% improvement. The coverage in the urban area also reached 64.44% that represents a 32.22% improvement. This shows twofold optimization of the coverage. The sensor movements were 1159.06 and 990.83 m for the non-urban and urban areas, respectively. Table 1 shows the results. Table 2 shows the coverage and the movements for each sensor in both methods for the study areas. A review of these values shows the standard deviation values of 1.73 and 1.59 for the coverage of each sensor in non-urban and urban areas, respectively, in VOR algorithm. The ABC algorithm has standard deviation values of 1.47 and 1.36 for the aforementioned areas. The standard deviation values indicate that distribution of coverage level of each sensor in VOR algorithm was more than that in ABC algorithm, and VOR algorithm did not optimize the low-coverage values. These low values are reported in Table 2 for the sensor no. 14 in the non-urban area and sensor numbers 1, 3 and 15 in the urban area. This is because the VOR algorithm is of a limited search and allows for optimization of values in the same direction (towards the farthest vertex of Voronoi diagram) which is revealed by the cessation of optimization after 10 and 7 iterations in the nonurban and urban areas, respectively.
Considering the obtained results, VOR algorithm is of some shortcomings that are resolved by the proposed method. As VOR is a local method for optimization of sensor network coverage, all sensing area is not taken into consideration for coverage and only one direction (towards the farthest vertex of Voronoi diagram) is taken into consideration; as a result, the holes in the network are to some extent optimized and Voronoi diagrams remain unchanged after some iterations and thus the position of sensors does not change (Figures 12(d) and 16(d) 
Conclusion
The results obtained from the optimization of sensor networks show that application of GIS concepts and techniques for preparation of spatial models (DEM and DSM) can affect the movement of sensors, positively. They also reveal the necessity for employing these models for an optimized deployment of sensors in the network. The coverages obtained for urban and nonurban areas in both algorithms clearly show that the position of sensors depends highly on the Figure 25 . Sum of the movements obtained by ABC for urban area. environmental condition. The results also indicate that the proposed method, if based on ABC algorithm being capable of running a smart search, in contrast to VOR algorithm, which lacks this capability, yields much better results for both sensing areas. The method is highly dynamic -that is, searches every hole for the best possible constellation of sensors -thanks to ABC algorithm. ABC algorithm acts realistically while removing the holes, whereas VOR algorithm assesses the holes only in one direction (towards the farthest vertex of Voronoi diagram). ABC algorithm attempts to optimize the network coverage by considering all the holes and the overlapped coverage with other sensors. The network coverages yielded by ABC algorithm were 7.05% (6345 m 2 ) and 8.43% (6345 m 2 ) more than those yielded by VOR algorithm for the non-urban and urban areas, respectively. The results obtained by ABC algorithm showed that 15 sensors are not adequate for the sensing area and more sensors are required for the optimized network coverage. Figures 20 and 24 show that less optimization has occurred in the last five optimizations and this number of sensors is not capable of optimizing the coverage more than this level. (We tested the algorithm for 30 iterations without any considerable improvement.) This result could not be obtained by VOR algorithm as all spaces were not searched. The algorithm may not be optimal from a programmer point of view. We will work further to optimize the algorithm to be scalable to larger areas. We also intend to extend the current research to find the optimum balance between the number of sensors and the coverage achieved using them. Also, other problems such as K-coverage sensor networks, sensor networks with various sensing ranges and sensor networks in 3D are among other ideas we are currently working on as future research works. 
